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Abstract
The paper analyzes the types of errors encountered in automatic
spoken surveys. These errors are different from the ones that ap-
pear when surveys are taken by humans because they are caused
by the imprecision of an automatic system. Previous studies
presented a strategy that consists in the robust detection of sub-
jective opinions about a particular topic in a spoken message. If
the same automatic system is used for estimating opinion pro-
portions in different spoken surveys, then the error rate of the
entire automatic process should not vary too much in different
surveys for each type of opinions. Based on this conjecture, a
linear error model is derived and used for error correction. Ex-
perimental results obtained with data of a real-world deployed
system show significant error reductions obtained in the auto-
matic estimation of proportions in spoken surveys.

Index Terms: Automatic Speech Recognition, Speech Under-
standing, Opinion analysis, Error correction.

1. Introduction
In recent years, efforts have been made for automatically iden-
tifying opinions, emotions and sentiments in text [8, 9] with
particular attention to news articles and product reviews [6, 7].
Other research efforts deal with review classification and min-
ing, detection of opinion holders and topic of opinions [1, 6].

Recently, in [2, 3], a system has been described for the au-
tomatic processing of spoken surveys. These surveys are made
on opinions about telephone services in response to a recorded
message asking a user if a previously signaled problem was sat-
isfactorily solved. User responses are often fairly long messages
containing subjective and factual information. Subjective infor-
mation can be expressed in one or more spoken phrases that are
the support with which an opinion is expressed.

The automatic opinion analysis and survey are performed
on telephone data uttered by a large variety of public users in
different acoustic environments. Messages from these users are
processed by an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system
which is error prone. Other difficulties for automatic interpreta-
tion arise from the fact that unpredictable speakers express the
same opinion in many ways with spoken messages of highly
variable length, with possible repetitions, self-corrections and
contradictions.

A system1 described in [3] provides interpretation hypothe-
ses from which opinion proportions are computed. Such a
system uses conceptual Language Models (LMs) for detecting

1The work described in this paper was partially supported by the
European LUNA project (FP6-33549) and by France Telecom grant N
021B178.

message chunks which may contain opinion and subjectivity in-
formation. In this way, an initial separation between pertinent
and factual speech segments is performed. Classifiers are then
used for generating hypotheses about opinions and evaluating
their confidence. In order to cope with ASR and interpretation
errors, messages that are not automatically transcribed with a
sufficient confidence are discarded. Opinion proportions are es-
timated on the data that are not rejected. Such estimation is
affected by two types of errors, one due to rejection and another
due to the imprecision of the whole process in interpreting the
non rejected messages.

An important problem arising when surveys are taken con-
cerns the measurement errors, the possibility of deriving models
for them and of using the models for compensating the effects of
errors [4]. The types of errors encountered in automatic spoken
surveys are different from the ones that appear when surveys are
taken by humans. For example, automatic rejection of messages
does not have the same characteristics as usual population sam-
pling techniques and errors of automatic systems are different
from the ones affecting the interviews made by humans.

In [3], a method is proposed for tuning some parameters of
the opinion detection system in order to minimize the relative
entropy between the true and the estimated distributions of opin-
ion proportions. In [5], an algorithm is proposed for estimating
biases when proportions of class hypotheses are obtained from
the output of classifiers, assuming accurate knowledge of clas-
sifier error rates. A method is proposed in this paper that derives
an error model by just considering a linear approximation of the
relation between estimation errors and computed proportions.

After a formulation of the proportion estimation problem
in section 2, the types of spoken survey errors are introduced in
section 3, together with a linear model for error correction. Sec-
tion 4 describes the experimental results obtained in estimating
the error model and in applying it to error reduction. The sig-
nificant error reductions observed in the automatic estimation of
proportions in spoken surveys are particularly useful for a trend
analysis of opinions over time.

2. Problem formulation
An opinion is defined as a pair <x, π>, where x represents the
topic and π ∈ {positive, negative} the polarity of the opinion.
An opinion support is defined as a word string conveying an
opinion <x, π>.

2.1. The opinion detection system

The architecture of the system used for detecting opinions is
shown in figure 1:

• The segmentation process transcribes the oral message
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according to specific opinion LMs. Segments that are
not detected with enough confidence are rejected. As a
consequence, if no segment is kept for a message, it is
rejected.

• The classification process associates to each reliable hy-
pothesized opinion support the corresponding pairs
<x, π> with a probability score. A segment for which
this association is not made with a sufficient confidence
is interpreted as not being an opinion support. Further-
more, if there are no segments in a message labeled with
an opinion hypothesis, then the message is considered as
not expressing any opinion and will be taken into account
only for the estimation of opinion proportions.

Figure 1: The opinion detection and interpretation system.

2.2. Opinion proportion analysis

There may be several opinion supports in one message express-
ing different polarities about the same topic. A global opinion
value v is introduced to describe the global consolidated opin-
ion {x, v} expressed about the topic x in a message.

Let Op(a, x) be a function returning a consolidated opinion
value in a message a about a topic x. The consolidated opinion
value v takes the following values : none, if the topic is not
expressed; satisfied, if only positive opinion are express about
the topic; dissatisfied if it is only negative polarities; and mixed}
otherwise. The variable a takes the value m if the message has
been manually segmented and each segment has been annotated
with an opinion. The variable a takes the value m̂ if the message
has been automatically segmented and annotated by the system
whose architecture is represented in figure 1.

Let C be a corpus of n oral messages expressing opinions
about a telephone service. Let C′ ⊆ C be a subset of C contain-
ing n′ messages selected by the automatic interpretation strat-
egy described in [3].

Let pC(x, v) be the reference proportion of messages m of
the corpus C expressing the global opinion value v about the
topic x. It is defined as:

pC(x, v) =
|m ∈ C and Op(m,x) = v|

n
(1)

where |g(m)| indicates the number of messages for which g(m)
is true.

Let p̂C′(x, v) be the proportion of automatically tran-
scribed messages m̂ of the corpus C′ expressing the global
opinion value v about the topic x. It is defined as:

p̂C′(x, v) =
|m̂ ∈ C′ and Op(m̂, x) = v|

n′ (2)

Different types of errors make p̂C′(x, v) different from
pC(x, v). It is interesting to analyze the types of these errors
to see if they can be modeled and partially corrected.

3. A model for survey errors
Rejecting a number of messages in a survey may lead to opin-
ion proportions different from the ones computed with the full
message population. The rejection of some messages corre-
sponds to sampling the original message population with a sam-
pling criterion based on confidence measures computed by the
automatic ASR system as described in [3]. In order to sepa-
rately characterize the errors due only to this sort of sampling
and the ones due only to interpretation, it is useful to introduce
pC′(x, v), the proportion of the consolidated message opinion
{x, v} obtained with the manual transcriptions and annotations
of messages in the subset C′ of C . It is computed as follows :

pC′(x, v) =
|m ∈ C′ and Op(m,x) = v|

n′ (3)

The difference between the true proportion pC(x, v) and
the proportion pC′(x, v) is the first type of error defined as the
sampling error :

errsampl.(x, v) = pC(x, v)− pC′(x, v) (4)

The other type of error in opinion proportion estimation is
due only to interpretation errors and is defined as the interpreta-
tion error:

errinterp.(x, v) = pC′(x, v)− p̂C′(x, v) (5)

The global error on the proportion estimation of opinion
hypotheses is given by:

errglobal(x, v) = errsampl.(x, v) + errinterp.(x, v) (6)

The interpretation error errinterp.(x, v) depends on two
types of errors, namely : deletion (d) occurring when a message
m, contains {x, v} which is not hypothesized in m̂ and inser-
tion (i) occurring when a message m, does not contain {x, v}
which is hypothesized in m̂. Notice that substitution errors cor-
respond to the deletion of the correct opinion and the insertion
of another one at its place.

Let d(x, v) be the deletion error rate and i(x, v) be the in-
sertion error rate for a consolidated opinion {x, v}. These er-
rors depend on the opinion detection system and affect the esti-
mated proportion with this quantity k(x,v) = d(x,v) - i(x,v). An
error model is introduced by assuming k(x,v) to be constant.
Based on this model, the following approximation of the error
εinterp.(x, v) due to the interpretation of the non-rejected mes-
sages is introduced:

̂errinterp.(x, v) = p̂C′(x, v) ∗ 1− k(x, v)

k(x, v)
(7)
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Assuming also that the sampling error is constant and equal
to ̂errsampl.(x, v), the following approximation for the global
error is considered:

̂errglobal(x, v) = ̂errsampl.(x, v) + p̂C′(x, v) ∗ 1− k(x, v)

k(x, v)
(8)

A prediction of the overall error errglobal(x, v) for opinion
(x, v) is related in this way to the proportion p̂C′(x, v) esti-
mated with the opinion hypotheses generated by the automatic
system.

The estimations are not far from the reality as far as the
performance of the opinion detection system is rather stable.
Experiments described in the next section show that errors ex-
hibit minor divergence with respect to a linear approximation
of the equation 8. This suggests introducing a new estimation
̂pcorr,C′(x, v) of proportions as follows:

̂pcorr,C′(x, v) = p̂C′(x, v) + ̂errglobal(x, v) (9)

where ̂errglobal(x, v) is obtained by the linear approxima-
tion of equation 8 for the observed proportion p̂C′(x, v).

The residual error, i.e. the reminded global error that per-
sists after the correction, is obtained as follows :

errresid.(x, v) = pC(x, v)− ̂pcorr,C′(x, v) (10)

4. Experimental results
This section aims to compute an error correction function an-
alyzing in details the different errors generated by the opinion
detection system.

4.1. Data-gathering

France Telecom R&D collected several opinion survey corpora
in order to analyze users satisfaction in a customer service. The
results reported in this paper make use of one of them.

The corpus used, described in details in [3], contains
1354 calls. The corpus was manually transcribed and opin-
ion supports were annotated with pairs < x, π >, with x ∈
{efficiency, courtesy, rapidity}.

The corpus has been split in two equal parts. The first cor-
pus, denoted TRAIN, was used for estimating a linear approxi-
mation of the relation (8). The second corpus, denoted TEST,
was used for evaluating the efficiency of error correction. These
data were exclusively used for the test.

In order to have appropriate data for estimating the parame-
ters of the linear approximation, the train and test corpora were
manually split into a set of specific sub-corpora. They were
constructed for each opinion by ramdomly picking samples to
have different proportions in a sufficiently large interval. In or-
der to accomplish this task, the number and size of resulting
sub-corpora are specific to each opinion.

For the sake of brevity, detailed results will be given for
two polarities of the most frequently expressed and most in-
teresting opinion topic, namely efficiency. The distributions of
pC(efficiency, dissatisfied) for each corpora are from 0.23 to
0.42 and from 0.33 to 0.51 for pC(efficiency, satisfied).

4.2. Error estimation

For each set in the TRAIN and TEST corpora, the propor-
tions pC(efficiency, satisfied) and pC(efficiency, dissatisfied)

were computed. The proportions p̂C′(efficiency, satisfied) and
p̂C′(efficiency, dissatisfied) were estimated from spoken mes-
sages with the opinion detection system. The observed errors
for each set was computed as defined in equation 6.

The overall error errglobal(x, v) for each of the six sets
in the TRAIN corpus and their linear interpolation function of
these data points are plotted as function of p̂C′(x, v) in figure
2 for {efficiency, satisfied}, while figure 3 shows the same type
of data for {efficiency, dissatisfied}.
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Figure 2: Estimation and exact value of the overall error accord-
ing to the hypothesized proportions p̂C′(x, v) for x =efficiency
and v =dissatisfied on the corpora randomly sampled from
TRAIN
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Figure 3: Estimation and exact value of the overall error accord-
ing to the hypothesized proportions p̂C′(x, v) for x =efficiency
and v =satisfied on the corpora randomly sampled from TRAIN

4.3. Error correction

The linear interpolation function estimated with the data in each
figure has been used as a model for error correction. For each
set of the TEST corpus, the proportion p̂C′(x, v) has been used
for retrieving a value of the linear function. This value has been
used for estimating ̂pcorr,C′(x, v). The results of error correc-
tion are shown in figures 5 for (efficiency, satisfied) and 4 for
(efficiency, dissatisfied).
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Figure 5: Evaluation of the error proportion correction applied
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Table 1 reports, for the TEST corpus, the variances and con-
fusion intervals for the global error and the residual error com-
puted after applying bias correction.

x =efficiency and v = satisfied dissatisfied

variance(errglobal(x, v)) 0.0001 0.0009
confidence interval 0.0175 0.0578
average (errglobal(x, v)) -0.03 0.075
maximum (errglobal(x, v)) -0.05 0.05

After bias error correction
variance(errresid.(x, v)) 0.0000 0.0001
confidence interval 0.0125 0.0198
average (errresid.(x, v)) -0.0014 -0.017
maximum (errresid.(x, v)) -0.0107 0.0132

Table 1: Estimated values for the efficiency topic with values
v =satisfied and v =dissatisfied obtained on TEST.

5. Conclusion
The types of errors made by a system for performing automatic
surveys of spoken opinions have been analyzed. The analysis of
these errors in the estimation of opinion proportions has shown
that there exists a relation between the estimated proportions
and the true ones. A linear approximation between the estima-
tion error and the estimated opinion proportions can be obtained
with a development corpus. A model for the proportion estima-
tion errors based on the linear approximation has been derived
and used for partially correcting the errors on the automatic es-
timation of proportions. Experimental results on a test set have
shown a significant reduction in the estimation errors and their
variances making this approach suitable for monitoring propor-
tion variations in time and with them the quality of service. Af-
ter computing the confidence intervals, it is possible to conclude
that a variation of 0.02 after error correction (as opposed to 0.06
before correction) in the estimated proportion of dissatisfaction
is sufficient for assessing with confidence a decrease in satisfac-
tion.
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